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This paper is the fourth in a continuing series of papers [l, 2,3] in which 
the principal submatrices of normal and Hermitian matrices are studied. 
In [l] a large number of inequalities involving the eigenvalues of the 
principal submatrices of a normal matrix H were derived. In [2, 31 the 
cases of equality in certain of these inequalities for Hermitian H were 
found. For Hermitian matrices our investigations center about the 
Cauchy inequalities, and in this paper we obtain four new theorems linked 
to the Cauchy inequalities. 
We now introduce some notation. Let H be an n-square Hermitian 
matrix with eigenvalues I, < il, < . . . < A,. Let H(ili) denote the 
principal submatrix of H obtained by deleting row i and column i of 
H. Let qli < qjz < . . * < qi,n_-l denote the eigenvalues of H(ili). Then 
the Cauchp inequalities assert that 
Let H = UDU-’ where U is unitary, and let D = diag(A,, A,, . . . , A,). 
The quantities yii, . . . , q+_,, 1 < i < n, then become functions of U and, 
as U varies over all unitary matrices (D fixed), the eigenvalues of 
H(lll), . . ., H(klk) (k fixed, 1 < k < n) may or may not vary over all 
sets of values permitted by the inequalities (1) for i = 1, 2, . . , k. We 
are now readv to state our first result. 
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THEOREM 1. Let k be fixed, 1 < k < n. As U varies over all unitary 
matrices the eigenvalues vi1 < * . . < rji,n_-l of the @in&pal submatrices 
H(ili) of H, for 1 < i < k, independently assume all values permitted by 
the inequalities (1) if and only if each distinct eigenvalue of H has multi$&iity 
at least k. 
Remark. The case k = 1 of this theorem is known [5]. 
ilfter giving the proof of Theorem 1 (additional notation is introduced 
in the proof of Theorem l), the remainder of the paper will be devoted 
to an analysis of the following question: Given a number E such that 
lj < E < lj+lP for how many values of i can we have vii = c? 
Proof of Theorem 1. We use the notation of paper [l]. So let ,~r < 
FL2 < ** * < ,u, be the distinct eigenvalues of H, where ,ui has multiplicity 
ei, 1 < i < s. Let f(2) be the characteristic polynomial of H, 
f(l) = fi (2 -/Q. 
f=l 
Let f,i,(J) be the characteristic polynomial of H(ili) and let U = (Q). 
Then it was proved in [l] (a shorter proof was given in [2]) that 
As observed in [l], it follows from (2) that ,u~ is always an eigenvalue 
of H(ili) with multiplicity at least e, - 1, 1 < i < s. These eigenvalues 
,u~ with multiplicity e, - 1, 1 < i ,( s are called the trivial eigenvalues 
of H(ili). The remaining eigenvalues are denoted by fir < tiz < * . . < 
ti,s_-l and are called the lzo&ivial eigenvalues of H(ili). They satisfy 
iul~~~l~~2\(~i2~...~~u,~l\<~i,,_l~(~. 
After canceling the common factor 
$6 (1 -PY 
(3) 
from each side of (2), we get 
f&) = (A - 5,I) * . . (1 - Ez,s-1) 
(4) 
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where f,,,(A) is defined by (4) and 
The sum in (6) is over all integers i for which Aj = pt. Note that j(A) 
is the minimal polynomial of H. If in (4) we set I = ,u,, we get 
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(5) 
Suppose now the eigenvalues or, . . . , qi,n_l, i = 1, 2, . . ., k, run 
independently over all values permitted by the inequalities (l), as U 
varies over all unitary matrices. Then the quantities Eir, . . ., ti,s_-l, 
i= 1,2,..., k, assume all values permitted by the inequalities (3). Let 
tc be fixed, 1 < tc < s. By hypothesis a unitary U exists such that 
(8) 
Using (8), it follows from (7) that 
Oil = ,gi2 = * * * = fJ_-l = fqi,a+l = . . . = fji, = 0, o,, = 1. 
Thus 8,, = 0 if y # M. Referring to (B), this means that all entries in rows 
1,2,. . .) k of U and in a column j for which A, # pa must be zero. Hence 
the rows 1, 2, . . . , k of U are like orthonormal e,-tuples, since all positions 
outside the e, columns j for which Aj = ,ua are zero. So we have in the first 
k rows of U a set of k orthonormal e,-tuples. Hence e, > k. This holds 
for each a; hence we have proved that each eigenvalue of H has multiplicity 
at least k. 
Suppose now that each eigenvalue of H has multiplicity at least k. 
That is, assume e, 3 k for each CC = 1, 2, . . . , s. Let arbitrary sets of 
real numbers qil < . - - < Q~_~, 1 < i < k, be given such that (1) holds. 
We have to construct U’ such that the eigenvalues of H(ili) are 
qil, . . ., Q~_~, for i = 1, 2, . . , k. Because ii, < * * . < 2, we are in fact 
given numbers &i, . . . , &_l satisfying (3), and we have to find U such 
that H(ili) has Eil, . . ., Ei,,_l as its non-trivial eigenvalues, for i = 
1,2,. . .) k. To find U we adapt a proof that appeared in [l]. 
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For 1 < i < k, let 
S-l 
@iv) = n (1 -pi). 
j=l 
Then, by [41, 
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(9) 
(10) 
where the prime denotes differentiation. Moreover, &uup)/@i’(,up) equals 
the right side of (7); h ence, by (3), ~&~)/@~‘(,u~) 2 6. Define 
Knowing the Girl, for fixed p, find k row ep-tuples vr8, vaD, . . ., vkg which 
are orthogonal in pairs and of lengths 0$, 8$, . . . , 0::. This is possible 
because ep > k. Now let U be any n-square unitary matrix whose first 
k rows are 
. . . 




Such a unitary U exists since the rows in (11’) are orthonormal ?z-tuples, 
by construction. (Th e rows have length one because of (ll).) 
Now set H = UDU-I, using the U constructed in the previous 
paragraph. For this H the characteristic polynomial f,il(A) of H(iji) is 
given by (2), and hence fCi,(A) is given by 
j@,(q = i 8. A!%, 
t=1 rt 0 -/At) 
where (5) and (6) hold. We have to prove that 
f(,(4 = (1 - 4% * . * (2 - Ei,s-1) 
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for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. But observe that, from (12), 
Thus f’&) and vi(A) are two polynomials of degree s - 1 that agree for 
s distinct values of il. Hence f’,,,(A) = vi(A). This proves (13) and completes 
the proof. 
Let 6 be fixed and suppose 5 < 5 < ;ij+r. We let cr, ca, . . . , c, denote, 
respectively, the following numbers (14) in the order listed: 
CE - ‘i)bl* (E - aj_l)-l> . . . , ([ - 21)-l, (5 - 2,)-l, 
(l- afi_*)-l> . . . I (t - aj+l)-l. 
(14) 
The numbers (14) are listed in decreasing order; hence cr > ca > - - - > c,. 
We are now ready to state Theorem 2. 
THEOREMS 2. Let E be fixed and suppose Ai < 5 < ;jj+l. Then a unitary 
U exists sztch that 
vii > E for i = 1, 2, . . . , Y, 
qij = E for i=r+l,r+2 )...) rfs, (15) 
Tij < 5 fOY i=r+s+l,r+s+d ,..., r+s+t=n, 
if and only if 
Cl + . . * + c,+, > 0 (20 if r=O), (16) 
and 
c +**a+c,<o r+1 (GO if t=o). (17) 
The proof is based on Lemma 1. 
LEMLIA 1. Let lj< E< Aj+l. Let i be fixed. Then (i) vii = 4 if and 
only if fCi,(5) = 0; (ii) qij > E if and only if f&j) # 0 and sgn fCi,([) = 
sgn f(6); (iii) qij < 6 if and only if f&t) # 0 and sgn fti,(E) = - sgn f(E). 
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Proof of Lemma 1. Note that 
n-1 
f&) = n (t - %a), 
CA=1 
and that ~_r < ~j< E < Aj+r < ~~+r. Thus fci,(E) = 0 if and only 
if 5 = qij. Observe that 
f (5) = fi (6 - 2,) : 
a=1 
hence sgn f(l) = (- 1)*-j. Moreover, 
sgn n (6 - ~$60 = (- l)+j-l = - sgn f(E). 
a=l,a+j 
Thus, if l # qij, then f(,)(t) # 0 and w f,,(5) = - s&C - 7~) w f(5). 
This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose (15) holds. From (2) we have on 
setting il = E that 
SV, = V,, (18) 
where V,, V, are column vectors, 




) (E-A,)““‘_ ’ 
v2 = (f(l)(E), . .T /(n,(E))TJ 
and S = (1~1~) is an orthostochastic matrix. The superscript T denotes 
transpose. Because of (15) and Lemma 1, we have 
f&J) = %f(5), * * . J f(,,(5‘) = %f(8J fc,+1,(5) = . . . = f(,+s,(E) = 0, 
fc,+,+1,(E) = Y11(5)* . . .) f.,(5) = Ytf(O. (19) 
Here x1, . . . , x, are all strictly positive, and y,, . . . , yt are all strictly 
negative. Substituting (19) into (18) and canceling the common factor 
f(5), we get 
SV, = V,. (20) 
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where I/, is a column vector whose components are ci, . . . , c,, (but not 
in this order), and 
v, = (X1’ .a., x,,o,o,...,o,y,,...,y,)+. (21) 
If we pass to (PSQ-i)(QV,) = PV,, where P and Q are permutation 
matrices, we may assume in (20) that 
I/, = (Cl, . . . ) C,)T (22) 
and in V, we have 
xi > * * . ~x,>O>y,>***>y,. (23) 
Now well-known inequalities [6] exist between the components of two 
column vectors V,, V, linked by an orthostochastic matrix as in (20). 
Applying these inequalities, we find that 




Since x1 + * * . + x, > 0 (or = 0 if Y = 0) and yi + . * * + yt < 0 (= 0 
if t = 0) we find that (16) and (17) hold. 
Assume now that (16) and (17) hold. Suppose that numbers 
x1, * . . , XT, yr> . . f t yt satisfying (23) can be found such that an ortho- 
stochastic matrix S satisfying (20) exists. Let U = (uij) be the underlying 
unitary matrix on which S is based. For this U, we have 
v, = sv’, = (i(l,(E)f(5)-1J . . > /(,,,(E)fW1) 
and hence, owing to Lemma 1, we achieve (15). The converse proof 
therefore amounts to finding x1,. . ., x,, yl, . . ., yt satisfying (23) such 
that (20) holds for an orthostochastic S, where V, is given by (22). Apply- 
ing the well-known necessary and sufficient conditions [B] for the existence 
of the orthostochastic S, we see that it is sufficient to make xi,. . . , x,, 
Yi?. . .I yt satisfy the following inequalities : 
Cl + . . * + CT+ c,+1+ **- + c,+,> x1+ ... + x,, l<i<s, (26.2) 
Cl + * * * + c,+ c,+l +*-* + c,+,+ c,+,+1+ **- +cv+sii 
3 x1 -1 * * * + x, + y1+ - * * + Yi> l<i<i. (26.3) 
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Cl + * * * + c, = x1 + . . . + x, + J’l + * . * + yt. (26.4) 
These inequalities (26) are, of course, in addition to the inequalities (23). 
The construction of the numbers x1, . . ., x,, yr, . ., yt splits into 
several cases according as the number c,+r + . . * f c,-, is negative, 
positive, or zero. 
Case 1. c, il + - * * + c,+, < 0. Then s # 0 and, as cr + . . . f 
C r+s 3 0, we have Y > 0. Let u be the largest integer for which c, + c,, _I + 
. * * + c,, c > 0. This integer u exists because cr + . . . + c,, s > 0. 
Moreover u < 7, since we are assuming c,+r + . . - + c,+, < 0. (This is 
so since ci + * * * + c,+,~ < 0 implies c,+, + . . * + c,+,? < 0, a fact which 
can be seen by observing ci + * * * + c,+, > cifl + . . . + c,, ,s if ci > 0, 
and if ci < 0 then c,+r < 0, . . . , cYts < 0.) Set 
x ,L+1 = E, . . ,, X, = E, 
Yl = c,+s. I, yz = c I + CT?, . I Yt = cn. 
Here e is a positive number such that 
that is, 
6,‘ + . . . +C,+,-((r--U)E>&; 
o< (Y - U + 1)F < c,, + * . * + c, s‘ 
By the maximality of u, c, , r + . . . + c, :~s < 0; hence x,, < c,,. Thus 
x1 > xa 3 . . * 3 x,-r > x,, 3 * * f 3 x, > 0. Since c,, r + * . * + c, . s < 0 
we have c,+~ <O; henceO>y,>y,>.**>y,. Moreover,x,+...+ 
Xi = cr + . . . + ci for i < IA. For u < i < Y, we have x1 + . . . + xi = 
(Cl + . . . + ci) + (ct +l + . . . + c, , ,) - (r - i)~ < cl + . . * + ci. The last 
inequality follows from the observation made above that cUl, + . . . + 
c “+? < 0 implies c,, r + . * . + c,, i < 0 for all i, u < i < Y + s. Thus 
we have demonstrated (26.1). To see (26.2), note that (26.2) is equivalent 
to 0 3 cll~E+r + . . . + c,_.,, and this is so because of a remark just made. 
To see (26.3) and (26.4) we only need observe that x1 + * . . + x, + 
y, + . * * +~2=~1+~~~+~r+,~+~rts~1+..~+~r+.~t,r l<i<t.This 
finishes the first case. 
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0, we have t # 0. Let u be the smallest integer such that c,+r + . *. + 
c, < 0. This integer u exists since c, rl + . . * + c, < 0 and u > r + s 
as G,+1 +... -+ c, _ ,~ > 0. Note that c,,, + . * . + cUP1 > 0 and hence 
C” - 1 +.*. $cj>,Oforalli,r+l<i~z~-1. Xow set 
x1 = cr, . .) x,, = c,., 
1’1 = - &, . .,j’i,-“_ \_, = - e, 
?,, -,p.s = c,+1 i . . . + c,, -t- (u - Y - s - l)&, 
?‘!I “-\I, = cit.,>.. .,.L’t = c, 
Here e is a positive number such that 
that is, 
c.- 1 +... + c,, + ($1 - Y - s - l)& < - E; 
0 < (21 ~ Y - S)& < - (c, , + . . . + c,,). 
Asc,a~r + ... + c,+ F > 0, we must have c,+r > 0. Hence x1 > x2 3 . . . > 
x, > 0. Clearly 0 > yr >, . . . >, y,, _ r~s_ I. By the choice of E, Y,_,_,~ < 
Ye1 Y- S. By the minimality of u, c, , I 4 . * * + c,,_r 3 0; hence y,-,_, > 
r >v >... 1, I, 111 l--r-\ I >, _vt. That the inequalities (26) hold follows as in 
Case 1. 
Case 3. c, , , + . . . + c,, s = 0, s # 0. Then we must have c, r 1 > 0, 
c I. cc 0. Set x, = cr, . , x, = c,, yr = c, si ,, . . , yt = c,. Then 
x1 >, . . * >, x, > 0 > yr > . * . 3 yr. Clearly (26.1) holds and, as c,,, + 
... + c,*, = 0, clearly (26.3) and (26.4) hold. Since cI_ , + . . * + c,_ I = 0, 
we have c,, , + . . * + c r+i >, 0 for all i < s. Thus (26.2) holds. 
Case 4. s = 0, c,, and c,+r have opposite signs. Then c, > 0, c, , < 0, 
so set x1 = cr, . . . . X, = C,, ?I1 = CT?,,..., _Vt = C,. 
Case 5. s = 0, c, , I > 0. Then t # 0. The construction in Case 2 
can be immediately adapted to the present situation. 
Case 6. s = 0, c, < 0. Then r # 0. The construction in the first 
case can be immediately adapted to the present situation. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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Before launching ourselves into Theorem 3, we prepare the way with 
a definition and three lemmas. 
DEFINITION. Let m < n. Then m x n matrix S = (sij) is row ortho- 
stochastic if and only if sij = luijj 2, 1 < i ,( m, 1 < j < n, where the 
row vectors (stir, . . . , uin) are orthonormal n-tuples, 1 ,( i < m. 
LEMMA 2. Let m < n. Let y1 > * * ’ 2 ym be given and let x1 3 * * . 3 
x, be given. Let y = (yl, . . . , y,) T and x = (x1, . . . , x,JT. Then m x n 
row orthostochastic matrix S exists such that 
sx=y 
if and only if for each integer k, 1 < k < m, and each permutation cr on 
1, 2, . . . ) k, we have 
Proof. The result is well known, although there appears to be no 
statement of it in print in precisely this form. For the statement and 
proof of an equivalent assertion, see [7, Theorem 51. 
In Lemma 3 we return to our n x n Hermitian matrix H. 
LEMMA 3. Let t be fixed, 1 < t < s, and let i be fixed, 1 < i < n. Then 
(i) 
(ii) 
&,2--l f rut f Eit if and only if &pt) # 0; 
E,,_, = ,ut = lit if and only if fCi,(pt) = 0 and ,&,(,u~) = 0; 
(iii) E,,_, 
sgn f’(k4 ; 
=,D~ # Eit if and only if fCi,(pt) = 0 and sgn $&A~) = 
64 k,,_, # pt = tit if and only i/ fii,(,ut) = 0 and sgn i$&4 = 
- w ?(A. 
Proof. We show all implications in the direction 3. As the cases 
are mutually exclusive, from this the implications in the reverse direction 
will follow. We have 
!(A) = (1 -PI) * * * (A -Pus), 
&,(4 = (1 - lil) . * . (A - &,s_l). 
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Also 52,t--2 < rufhl and EQ+~ 3 A+~ 
6) If Ezt-l 
(ii) If Ei;-, 
# pt # tit, then clearly f&-4 # 0. 
I( 
h 
r^&J = 0. ’ 
= pt = tit, then f,,,(4 as ,ut as a double root so that 
(iii) We have 
?(PUt) = (Pt -PI) * * * (PUt - P,-dL4 - rut-td * * . (PUt -i-4. 
hence sgn fll(,~J = (- l)s-t. Also 
111 
f&-4 = (,k - &I) * . . L4 - Ei,t-A(Pt - Eit) * * . (PLt - &,s--l)> 
so that sgn &)(pLt) = (- l)s-l-(f-l) = sgn f^‘(,~~) 
(iv) Here 
&,(Pt) = (Pt - &I) * * * (PUt - li,t-1)(/h - &,t+J * * * (PUt - &-I) 
SO that sgn $,(,& = (- l)S-l-t = - sgn ~‘(,uJ. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4. Let tc < n, n - CI 3 /3 > 1. Let S be an LY x (n - /I) row 
orthostochastic matrix. Then a com$etion s of S to an n x n orthostochastic 
matrix exists, where 
S, is (n - CC) x /I, S, is (n - CC) x (92 - /I), 0 is the M. X /I zero matrix, 
and where none of the entries in the first column of S, is zero. 
* Proof. Let U be the IX x (n - /?) matrix of orthonormal rows on 
which S is based. Let K = U*U. Then K is (n - &square and is non- 
negative Hermitian. Also UU* = I,. Thus K has u eigenvalues equal 
to one, and the rest of the eigenvalues of K are zero. There exists an 
(n - @square unitary V such that 
V*KV = 0 i_ I, = (UV)*(UV). 
Thus the last cc columns of UV are orthonormal a-tuples and the first 
n - 1 - cc columns of UV are zero. Let U1, . . . , U”-” be any n - u 
orthonormal column (n - cc)-tuples, such that all coordinates of lJ1 are 
nonzero. Set 
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0 
U/f-1 . . . Pal 0 
I 
UV 1. 
Then U, is unitary and n-square. Hence 6 = U,(I, 4 V*) is also unitary. 
The orthostochastic matrix s based on 0 has the required properties. 
In Theorem 2 we characterized the possibilities for 5 to be an eigenvalue 
of the principal (n - 1)-square submatrices of H, when [ was not an 
eigenvalue of H. In Theorem 3 we characterize the possibilities when 
t: = ,uUt is an eigenvalue of H. Let cr, . . . , c,_, denote, respectively, the 
following n - e, numbers in the order listed: 
(Pit -,P_i)-Ye,_, times),. . ., (kUt -@l(e, times), 
(k - PS)-YeS times), . . , (pul -p, L1)-l(e,,., times). (27) 
Then ci > . . . >, c,_,~_ For notational convenience let m = n - e,. We 
are now ready to state Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 3. Let t be fixed, I < t < s. Then a unikzry U exists s~clz 
that: 
(i) EL,r-1 #put+& for l<i<k, 
(4 tt,t-l = pt = tit for k + 1 <i < k + d, 
(iii) E, I_ 1 =pul#fi, fo7 k+d+ l<i<k+d+p, 
(iv) t,:,-1 f rut = tit Jo7 k + d + p + 1 G i < k + d + p + q (= a), 
if and only if (28), (29), (30) all hold: 
c,+*..+cp+,>o (20 if P=O), (29) 
cm+-~~+Cmil-(q+d)<o (GO if q = 0). (30) 
Proof. After a rearrangement of terms and a cancellation of the 
common factor nisi (A - pt)et-l, the relation (4) may be written as 
sx=y, (31) 
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where x is a column n-tuple in which the components in order are 
f(J)/(l3 - pUt) (et times), &V/(2 --pt_d kl times), . . ., 
@)/(A - pl) (e, times), @)/(A - pu,) (e, times), . . . , 
f^P)/@ - h+d (et+l times). 
The vector y is a column n-tuple in which the components in order are 
n 
f&J . . .) fc,,(l). Assuming that (i)-(iv) of Theorem 3 hold, on setting 
1 = ,u~ the first e, components of x become j’&) # 0 and all other compo- 
nents of x are zero. The components of y become f(i)(,~J, . . . , ft,,(,ut) 
so that by Lemma 3 the first k components of y are nonzero and the 
rest are zero. Partition 
s s12 s = sll ‘$ , 
[ 1 21 
where S,, is k x e,, Sis(n--k)x(n-ee,). Thenweget 
S,,(?W . . . > j’w’ = (f&tL . . .I &-w~ 
5-,l(h4 . - -3 ?(pdT = (P(k+l)(PtL *. .J f^(,,(Ptv = 0; 
(32) 
hence S,, = 0. Thus if the unitary matrix U on which S is based is 
partitioned as 
we get U,, = 0. If k < e,, then the columns of U,, become e, > k vectors 
in k-space, hence are dependent. This forces U to be singular. This is 
a contradiction; hence k > e,. (A slightly different proof that k > e, 
was given in [l].) In any event, we now know that 
In (31), differentiate both sides with respect to 1, then set il = pt. From 
the result we get 
Sx’ = y‘, (33) 
where S is (n - k) x (n - e,), x’ is a column e,-tuple in which the compo- 
nents in order are 
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,cl$t_,f (i4 --(up) kl times)l ...I ,=fi+lt L4 -,4J (e, times)l 
1 1 1 2 
,=$+ts (pt -P,) (es timesJl.. .I ,zl?+l b-h -P,) (et+, times). 
I > , I 
These components are, in order, the same as 
?&)/(K -rur-r) (et-r times), . . . j f”L4/(pt -A (e, times), 
FL4h - PJ 6s times), . . . I f”b4h - 
The components of y’ are, in order, 
From (ii), (iii), (iv), using Lemma 3, we get that 
in order, 
(34) 
rut+J (e,+r times). 
the components of y’ are, 
O(d times), xr?(~J, . . . , xp?(iuJt Ylj’(PJP . . .) Y,j’(PUt)l (35) 
where x1,..., xp are all strictly positive and yr, . . . , yq are all strictly 
negative. We may arrange matters so that x1 > . * * 3 x9 > y1 3 . . . > yy. 
Canceling the common nonzero factor f^‘(,~~), we get 
3x1’ = y”, (36) 
where x” = (cr, . . . , c,)?‘, y” = (0, . . . , 0, xl, . . . , $7 y1,. . ., Y,) r. (In Y”, 
0 appears d times.) The relation (36) links the column vectors x”, y” 
through the row orthostochastic matrix .!?; hence we can apply to the 
components of x” and y” the inequalities of Lemma 2. In particular, 
we find that 
c,+~~~+c,+p~x,+~~~+xp>o (20 if p=O), 
c, + . * .$c,+l_a_,\(Y1+‘.‘+Yq<O (GO if q=O). 
Thus we have established that the conditions (28), (29), (30) are necessary. 
Conversely, suppose (28), (29), (30) are all satisfied. We show that 
positive numbers x1, . . ., xp and negative numbers yr, . . ., y4 may be 
found so that (36) holds for a row orthostochastic 3 with dimensions 
(n - k) x (n - e,). Applying Lemma 4 with cc = n - k and /5’ = e,, 
we can imbed s in an n x n orthostochastic 
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[ 1 
where each component in the first column of S,, is nonzero. Let U 
be an underlying unitary matrix on which S is based. For this U let 
H = U diag& . . . , pt, . . . , pl, . . . , pl, ,u,, . . . , p,, . . . , ,LJ~+~, . . . , ,ut+d U-l. 
For this H we derive (32); hence, since each row of S,, has a nonzero 
component, it follows that I^,,,(& # 0, . . . , fckj(pt) # 0; hence fc,,(4, . . . , 
j!kJ(A) do not have ,D~ as a root, and thus (i) holds. Also j~k+lj(~L) = . * - = 
/(,,(p,) = 0 follows from (32). Moreover, we deduce (33) and hence 
(0, 0, . . . , 0, X1’ . . . ) xp, yr, . . . ) yJr = Sx” 
By Lemma 3 it follows that (ii), (iii), (iv) all hold. 
Thus the converse assertion amounts to constructing x1 3 * * * > xp > 
0 > yr > * * . > yq such that (36) holds for some row orthostochastic S. 
By Lemma 2, S will exist if we make x1, . . . , x9, yr, . . ., yq satisfy the 
following inequalities : 
x1 + * * . $- xi < Cl + * * . + Cf, l<i<P, (37.1) 
Xl + * . . + xp < C] + * . * + cp + CQfl + . * * + cp+i, 1 < i < d, (37.2) 
x1 + * * * + xp + y1+ . - * + yi 
G c1 + . . . + cfi + cp+1+ - * * + Cp+d + Cp+rl+r + e . . + c* +_d+i, (37.3) 
l<.id> 
y,+.* * + Yq+1-i > c, + . . * + c+__i, lGi<4. (37.4) 
Yq + . * . + Y12 cm + * *. + c,+l_-q + c,_q + * * * + c,x+l_-(q+l), 
l<i<d, (37.5) 
Y,+” . + y1+ xp + . * * + $+-l--i >, c, + . . . + c,+l--q 
+ cm-g + * * . + L+1-(qfd) + %+(y+d) + * - * + Ltl-(q;d+i)> 1<i<p. 
(37.6) 
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The rest of the proof is a construction of 
x1 > . * * >xp>o>yl>“*>yp (39) 
such that the inequalities (37) and (38) all hold. 
First let cvz + 1 - (q + d) ,( 6 + d. Then we write (29) and (30) 
as 
Cl + * . * + cR + CR-l + * ’ ’ + cR+s > 0, (39) 
CR+ I +***+ ‘R+S + ‘R+S+l + * . ’ + CR+S+T < O, (40) 
where R = m - (q + d), R + S = p + d, R + S + T = m. By the 
proof of Theorem 2, we may use (39) and (40) to construct 
x, 3 * * .>X,>O> Y,>..*> Y, (41) 
such that 
Cl + - . . + cj > x, + . * * + xi, l<i,(R, 
C~+“‘+CRI~),X~+...+XR, lGiG.5, 
cl + * . . + cR,.y+i 3 x, +. ” + x, + y, + ’ * * + Yi, l<i<T, 
cr + * . . + c, = x, + . . * + x, + Y, + . ” + YT. (42) 
Take 
xr = x,, . ..) xp = x,, 
y1 = y,. + 1 pq, . . . . _Yq = Y,.. 
(Because of (28), p ,( R and q < T.) Then, for i < p, cr + *. * + ci 2 
x, + . . * + xi = x1 + . * * +xi. Forp+l<i<R, cl+***+ci> 
X, + * * .+XiaX,+...+X,=x,+...+x,. ForR<i<R+S= 
p + a, cr + . * * + ci 2 x, + . . * + x, > x, + * * . + x, = x1 + * * * + xp. 
And, for 1 < i < q, cl + . *. + c~+~+~ = cr + *. * + ~~+..s+~ 3 X, + . . . + 
x,+ Y,+‘* . + Yi > X, + * *. + x, + Y,+,_, + * * * + Y,+i_, = x1 + 
* * ’ + xp + Yr + * * * + yi. Thus (37.1), (37.2), (37.3) all hold. From 
(42) follows 
c, + . . . + c,+l_r. d YT + *. * + YT+*-L, l<i\(T, 
c, + ’ . ’ + &+1--l. + * ’ * + C,,,+l-(T+i) < y, + * ’ ’ + YT, l<i<S, 
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c, + . * - + C,+~_(T+s+;) < y, + * * * + y, + XR + . * * + x,+,-i1 
I<i<R. (43) 
We now use (43). 
For 1 < i < Q, c, + . * * + c,+r_-, < Y, + . . . + YTfl_-d = yq + . . * + 
Y g+l--r. Forq < i < T, c, + . a. + c,,~_~ d Y, + . . . + YT_,_l_t < Y, + 
* . . + Y,+,_, = yq + . * * + yl. Also c, + . * * + ~,+r_-(~+~) < Y, + . - * + 
Y, < Y, + * * . + Y,+,_, = y4 + * * * + yr, for 1 < i < S, that is, for T + 
1 < T + i ,( T + S = q + d. Finally, 
c, + . . . + c,+l_-(g+d+t, = c, + . . * + cm+l-_(T+.s+z) 
<y,+** . + Y, + x, +. . . + x,+1-, 
< YTf.. . + y,+,_, + x, +. . . + xp+l_l. 
=yq+*- * + 35-t xp + . * * + xp+1-, 
for 1 < i < 9. Thus (37.4), (37.5), (37.6) all hold. 
The construction just given cannot be made if p = 0 and equality 
holds in (29) or if q = 0 and equality holds in (30), since in these cases 
we will not have the strict inequalities (39) and (40). We postpone until 
the end of the proof the examination of these situations. 
Now let p + d < m + 1 - (q + d). Then we write (29) and (30) as 
Cl + * * ’ + cR > 0, (44) 
'Rtl +'.'+c;+,a (45) 
where R = p + d, T = q + d, and ci,, = ~,,,+r_-(~+~,, . . . , cifT = c,. Then 
by the proof of Theorem 2 (case s = 0), we may find X, 3 * - - > X, > 
0 > Y, >,a* - >, Y, such that 
Cl + - * * + cj > x, + * * * + xi, l<i<R, 
Cl + * . . + cR + &+, + ‘. * + c;+i > x, + * *. + x, + Y, + . * ’ + Yi, 
l<i<T, (46) 
Cl + . . . + CR + LR,, + *. * + c;+r. = x, + * * * + x, + Y, + * *. + Y,, 
and hence 
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‘RtT + ’ * ’ + iR+T+l-_( < yT + * * ’ + YT+1--21 l<i<T, 
CR-bT + . ’ . + &+I + cR + ’ . ’ + CR+l--, (47) 
<Y,-+-* * -5 Y, + x, + ‘. ’ + x,+,-i, l<i<K. 
Now put xi = Xi,. . ., xp = Xr, yr = YTil_q,. . ., yy = Y,. Then, using 
(46), we compute as follows. For 1 < i < ~5, c1 + * . . + ci 3 X, + . . * + 
xi = x1 + - * * + xi. For p + 1 < i < p + d, c1 + . . . + ci 3 X, + . . * + 
xi3x,+** *+xp=x,+*. * + xp. For 1 <i < q, c1 + . . . + cp, rltz = 
(61 + * . * + ‘pfd) + k@fdfl + * ” + $+d,~i) > cc1 + ” ’ + cR) + (CRfl + 
* . ’ + ci+;) > x, + * . . + x, + Y, + * * * + Yi 3 x, + * * * + X# + 
Y 
T+l-9 
+... + YT+;i_-q = x1 + . *. + x9 + y1 + . + * + yi. Thus (37.1), 
(37.2), (37.3) all hold. Next, using (47), we compute as follows. We have 
c, + “. + c,+]-_i = &,T + . * ’ + &f?._+-_i < y, + * ’ * + YT’_l_, = 
Y9 + * * * + ~~+i_~ for 1 < i < 4. For 9 + 1 < i < 4 + d = T, we have 
‘, + ‘*. + c,%+i__i = &, r + .* ’ + &+T+l-i < y, + ..* + YT+l&r < 
YT+*. ‘t y,+l_,=y,+ ” *+yl. Fvr 1~i~p,~~+...+~~,~l_(~+~)+ 
.** + c ,x+-l--(q+d+i) < ‘k+T + .‘* + cR+l+ cR + '-' + 'X+1--i< y, + 
"' + y, + XR +-'* + xR,,-i< y, +"* + y,+,-, + x0 + *'- + 
X p+i_-i = Y9 + * *. + yr + xp + *. . + x~+~~~. Thus (37.4), (37.5), (37.6) 
all hold. 
As before, when ~5 = 0 and (29) is equality or when q = 0 and (30) 
is equality, we do not obtain the strict inequalities (44) and (45). We 
now turn to these exceptional cases. 
First let p = 0 and (29) be equality. From (29) follows ~~+i_~ + . . * + 
cd < 0 for any i < d; hence, for any i ,( d, c,+~_-(~ +ij + - * . + c,,+~_-(~+~~ ,( 
Oasm+l-(q+l)>d,sincem>q+d. Sincep=Othereareno 
X’s to be chosen, so the inequalities (37) reduce, in view of the remark 
made in the last sentence, to 
Yl + * * * + Yi < cd+1 + * . . + Cd&, l-Gi<q, 
(48) 
Y9 + . - * + Yq +1--i 3 c, + . . . + c,,c, --)’ l<i<q. 
Set yl==~m+,--q,...,yq=~m. Then (48) both hold and, since c,< 0, 
y1 < 0. This fails if d = 0 however, since then we cannot deduce y1 < 0. 
In this event we have q # 0, hence c, + . . . + c,+ 1_-g < 0 and c,+, _-y > 0. 
We let zt be the smallest integer for which c,+~_~ + . - . + c,+,_~ < 0. 
Set yr = - F, . . , yil_i = - &, y, = c,tlP9 + * * * + c,t,_p + (24 - I)&, 
Yu+l = C,+-u+l--q7 . . . , Yq = c,. Here E is any positive number for which 
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-- E > C,+1_q + *. * + c,+,_q + (u - 1)s. Then the inequalities (48) 
hold and 0 > y1 2. * * >, yY. This completes the case ~5 = 0 and the 
equality in (29). Similarly we handle the case 4 = 0 and the equality 
in (30). This completes the proof. 
Cases t = 1, t = s of Theorem 3 remain to be discussed. 
THEOREM 4. There exists unitary U such that 
(il#/_Ll for i=l,Z )..., k, 
5‘ir = /A1 for i = k + 1, . . .) n, 
if and only if k >/ e,. There exists unitary U such that 
E+,#pu, for i-192 I... >k 
(49) 
Ei,,-I = Pu, for i=k+l,...,n, 
if and only if k >, e,?. 
Proof. Set t = 1 in the proof of Theorem 2. Following the proof of 
Theorem 1 we deduce (32); hence k > el. For the converse let S be any 
orthostochastic matrix of the form 
s 52 s= 0’ 
i 1 s ’ 22 
where S,, is k x e, and has no zeros in its first column. Then from (32) 
we see that (49) holds. Similarly we handle the case t = s. This completes 
the proof. 
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